We consider the effective two-Higgs-doublet potential with complex parameters, when the CP invariance is broken both explicitly and spontaneously. Diagonal mass term in the local minimum of the potential is constructed. For special case of the two-doublet Higgs sector of the minimal supersymmetric model, when CP invariance is violated by the Higgs bosons interaction with scalar quarks of the third generation, we calculate by means of the effective pothential method the Higgs boson masses and evaluate the two-fermion Higgs boson decay widths and the widths of rare one-loop mediated decays H → γγ, H → gg.
Introduction
It is well-known that the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix originates from the Standard Model (SM) Lagrangian terms, describing the Higgs boson interaction with quarks (the Yukawa terms)
, where H denotes the scalar complex field doublet,H k = ǫ kl H * l and g u ij , g d ij are the 3×3 matrices with matrix elements that are generally speaking complex and defined with an uncertainty coming from the phases of CP transformation 1 for the quark spinor fields and the Higgs boson scalar field. In order to diagonalize the quark mass term after spontaneous symmetry breaking H → (0, v), the unitary transformations of the u i′ and
i′ L,R are needed. After the diagonalization of the quark mass term the unitary matrices U L and D L do not appear neither in the Yukawa Lagrangian terms (1) nor in the quark neutral current interactions, but arise in the quark u i′ , d i′ charged current interaction terms gū
L defines the complex CKM matrix, which decribes CP violation in the quark charged currents sector. In the framework of the SM the CP violation takes place since it is generally speaking not possible to get the mixing matrix with real matrix elements using CP transformations for six up-and down-quarks. In other words, CP violation takes place in the SM because the number of quark generations is exactly three.
1 Let us remind, for example, that from the definition of the P transformation P a + σ ( p)P + = η σ a + σ (− p), where the complex factor |η σ | =1 contains the P transformation phase, and σ =0 or 1/2, it follows that P φ(x)P + = * η 0 φ(x ′ ), P ψ(x)P + =
There are other sources of CP violation besides the CKM mechanism. It is possible to introduce explicitly CP noninvariant hermitian Lagrangians [1] for the system of several scalar fields. For example, if we have three complex scalar fields ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3
where λ is complex parameter and α is the CP transformation phase, not essential in this case. It can be rotated away by the phase transformation of the fields, related to charge conservation. One can see that L and L CP have different signs of the imaginary part of λ. In this simple example the difference in the sign does not lead to any observable consequences, because the phase of λ can be also rotated away by the U(1) Q transformation. However for the system with trilinear interactions of the four complex scalar fields it is generally speaking not possible to rotate away all phase factors. It is easy to show that the Lagrangian of such a system will be CP invariant only if the phases of the four parameters λ i respect certain conditions, which ensure the possibility to remove them by U(1) rotations of the fields ϕ i . From this point of view the models with extended Higgs sector, where CP invariance of the Higgs potential with complex parameters is explicitly broken, are of particular interest. The simplest example is represented by the two-doublet Higgs potential of the MSSM, including (if the possibility of spontaneous CP violation [2] is not considered) ten parameters, four of them can be complex. In the framework of MSSM the dominant loop-mediated contributions from the third generation scalar quarks could lead to substantial violation of CP invariance of the two-doublet effective Higgs potential [3] . Various models with radiatively induced CP violation in the two-doublet Higgs sector have been studied [4, 5] .
In this paper we develop further on our approach to the Higgs boson phenomenology in the scenario with CP violation considered in [5] . In Section 2, after brief introductory remarks, we calculate the effective λ i parameters of the two-doublet MSSM Higgs potential at the m top scale. In section 3 we consider in details the diagonalization of the mass term for the two-doublet Higgs potential with CP invariance broken both explicitly and spontaneously. In the Appendix some numerical results for the Higgs boson masses and the two-particle Higgs decay widths are presented. Our numerical results are compared with the output of other approaches.
The effective two-doublet Higgs potential with CP violation
In the general two-Higgs-doublet model (THDM) two SU(2) doublets of complex scalar fields are introduced:
Their vacuum expectation values (VEV's)
At the scale M SU SY the potential is CP invariant. However, the potential parameters of any model depend, generally speaking, on the energy scale where they are fixed or measured. The dependence is described by the renormalization group equations (RGE). The conditions (7) are the boundary conditions for the RGE. At the energies smaller than M SU SY they are affected by large quantum corrections [8] where the main contribution is coming from the Higgs bosons -third generation quarks and scalar quarks interaction (the interactions with the first and second generations are suppressed). The potential of the Higgs bosons -scalar quarks interaction can be written in the form [9] 
where
they are complex in the case under consideration. One can observe CP violating terms of the structure similar to (1) in the sector of Higgs-scalar quark interactions, so complex mixing matrices are expected to appear there. The trilinear parameters A t , A b and the Higgs mass parameter µ should be taken complex, the imaginary parts of the mixing matrix elements could be large. In the framework of the effective field theory approach [9] the MSSM potential (8) which explicitly describes sparticle interactions at the energy scale above M SU SY is matched to an effective Standard Model-like Lagrangian at the energy scale below M SU SY , where the sparticles decouple. So the MSSM effective Higgs potential at the energy scale m top , much smaller than M SU SY , is represented by the general two-Higgs-doublet model potential (6), the parameters of the latter are expressed by means of the Higgs bosonsscalar quarks interaction parameters (12) and the scalar quark masses, playing the role of ultraviolet Pauli-Villars regulators. The RGE boundary conditions (7) modified by the interactions of the third generation squarks with the Higgs bosons (these modifications are sometimes called the "threshold" effects, since the stops decouple at the M SU SY scale), are imposed at the energy scale M SU SY . They affect the evolution of λ i parameters, the 3 For the case of CP conservation, considered in [9] , the trilinear parameters in (10) are real. Then Γ
Yukawa couplings h t,b and the gauge couplings g 1,2 . We calculated radiative corrections to the boundary conditions (7) for λ i parameters at the scale m top using the effective potential method [11] . The squark mass matrices (M
defined by (8) were calculated and then substituted to the one-loop effective potential
decomposed in the inverse powers of M SU SY . Taking into account the one-loop wavefunction renormalization terms (i.e. terms introduced to absorb the contributions of self-energy diagrams to the Higgs bosons kinetic term, which are beyond the calculation by means of the effective potential method), the effective parameters can be evaluated as follows:
In the end of this section we would like to make some general comments as well as some comments in connection with results obtained by other authors. Like in the existing effective field theory approach [9] we are using the standard scheme of leading logarithmic terms resummation by means of RGE, additionally taking into account in the boundary conditions at the scale M SU SY the effects of Higgs bosons -third generation of scalar quarks interaction. The one-loop effective parameters (13) - (19) satisfy the boundary conditions defined by (7) and modified by the soft supersymmetry breaking potential terms (8) ("threshold effects"). The terms with the logarithmic factor l describe the parameters evolution from the energy scale M SU SY down to the scale σ = m top . Finite power term threshold corrections to λ 1,...,7 appear from the so-called F terms (the trilinear interaction terms in (10) ) and D terms (contained in (11) 
The abbreviation 'wfr' stands for the 'wave-function renormalization'.
F terms only. Radiative corrections to the parameters λ 1...,7 of the effective two-Higgsdoublet potential have been considered earlier in [3] for the case of broken CP invariance and in [9] , [13] for the case of CP conservation. Phenomenological consequences of the twodoublet system are usually analysed assuming for simplicity A t = A b and introducing the universal phase argµA t,b , so that
Only the leading D-term contributions were calculated in [3] , [13] . In our expressions for the effective parameters (13)-(19) the nonleading D-term contributions are represented by the power terms containing gauge couplings g [3] , [13] . However, the QCD and weak corrections to Yukawa couplings up to two loops, not calculated in our case, have been included there. The expressions for λ 1,2,3,4 (13)- (15) do not contain imaginary parts up to the two-loop approximation and coincide with the results of [3] , [13] if we omit the contributions of nonleading D terms and ∆λ f ield 1,...,4 terms. If µ and A are real, the expressions (13)- (19) are consistent with the results of [9] , where the D terms contribution was calculated 4 . Let us note that it is not possible to generalize the expressions for real λ 5, 6, 7 in the case of CP violating potential by the straightforward replacement of the real µ, A parameters to the complex ones.
If we neglect the contributions of D-terms, the wave-function renormalization terms ∆λ t ) remain. This approximation was discussed in [13, 11] . For example, λ 2 is given by
4 In (13)- (15) we kept the terms of the order of g t [9] , or equivalently, λ 2 (13) contains the large logarithmic term 6h 4 t l /(32π 2 ) which was observed in the first calculations [8] . In the following the negative ∆λ 2 defined by (22) The components ω i , η i , χ i of the SU (2) doublets (2), (3) are not a physical Higgs fields (mass eigenstates). In order to extract the Higgs boson masses and the self-interaction of the physical fields from the potential (2) it is necessary to diagonalize the mass term of the latter in the local minimum. This problem has been considered in [5] for the case of complex µ 2 12 , λ 5,6,7 parameters and the zero phase of the Φ 2 VEV θ =0. The diagonalization of the mass term is performed in two stages. First the CP -even fields h,H, the CP -odd field A ('pseudoscalar') 5 and the Goldstone field G 0 are defined by the linear transformation
where tgβ = v 2 /v 1 and
. (30) Here the relations g
Then we substitute to the effective potential the real parameters µ 1,2 , λ 1,2,3,4 and the real parts Reµ 2 12 , Reλ 5,6,7 , which are related by linear transformation [5, 14, 15] :
At the purely real parameters (in the following we shall name this case of ϕ = 0 as the CP -conserving limit, Reλ i = |λ i |, Re∆λ i = |∆λ i |) the relations (36), (37) set to zero the potential terms which are linear in the fields, so they are the minimization conditions. It follows from the equations (31)-(35) that in the CP conserving limit the CP -even Higgs boson masses and the real part of the µ 2 12 parameter can be expressed as m
After the substitution of (31)- (35), (36), (37) to (2) we find the mass term of the effective potential
The minimization condition c 0 =0 fixes the imaginary part of the µ 2 12 parameter
and the factors in front of the nondiagonal terms hA and HA in the local minimum c 0 = 0 have the form
They include only the imaginary parts of the parameters Imµ 2 12 , Imλ 5,6,7 . The nondiagonal term hH does not appear in (41), so in the mixing matrix (45)
At the second stage in order to remove the nondiagonal terms hA and HA we perform the orthogonal transformation in the h, H, A sector
where the mass matrix is
and get the physical Higgs bosons h 1 , h 2 , h 3 without a definite CP parity 6 . The eigenvalues of the M 2 matrix define their masses squared and the components of normalized eigenvectors are the matrix elements in the rows of the mixing matrix a ij . The squared masses of Higgs bosons are (m
The normalized eigenvector components (h,
), 6 Note that this picture is different from the well-known description of weak CP violation in meson decays, when the mass splitting ∆m of the states is given by 2ReM 12 , M 12 the off-diagonal elements of the complex 2×2 mass matrix, and the meson mixing ǫ parameter is ImM 12 /( √ 2∆m). The meson decay formalism uses the non-hermitian effective Hamiltonian and not precisely orthogonal mass 'eigenstates'. Fig.2-4 as a function of the A t,b , µ parameters and/or the universal phase ϕ = arg(µA t,b ). Different to the figures in [5] , the m H ± , tgβ parametrization is used for the convenience of comparison with [16] and [17] . The parameters c 1 and c 2 can change a sign with the variation of the phase ϕ, the ranges of positively or negatively defined c 1 and c 2 depend on the primary choice of the m H ± , tgβ, A, µ and M SU SY in the CP conserving limit. When we pass the zeroes of c 1 and c 2 , the matrix elements a ij are expected to change their signs respecting the requirement of the left orthonormal basis for the eigenvectors. It is essential that m h 1 , m h 2 and m h 3 are positioned in the mass matrix along the diagonal from the upper left to the lower right corner, satisfying in the limiting case c 1 = c 2 = 0 the correspondences m h 1 → min(m h , m H , m A ), m h 3 → max(m h , m H , m A ) ("the mass ordering"). Note also that as ∆λ i increases, the denominator of (30) can change sign, so for the mass ordering one must define the angle α(ϕ) consistently with the boundary condition at the scale M SU SY , which has the known form m (35) and (7).
Some numerical values for the Higgs boson masses m h 1 , m h 2 , m h 3 as a function of the phase ϕ in our approach, and masses of the states H 1 , H 2 , H 3 evaluated by means of CPsuperH [16] and FeynHiggs [17] packages are shown in the Table 2 . These packages are using the renormalization group improved diagrammatic calculation that uncludes radiative corrections to Yukawa couplings up to two-loops. Detailed general discussion on the conciliation of results obtained in the frameworks of the diagrammatic and the effective field theory approaches can be found in [18] . Different renormalization schemes in which calculations in the two approaches are performed, may lead to the deviations of results evaluated with parameters taken at different renormalization scales, so the untrivial reevaluation of parameters is needed for consistency. Besides this it is important to notice that in the CPsuperH and FeynHiggs packages the SU(2) eigenstates η 1,2 , ξ 1,2 are directly transformed to the Higgs boson mass eigenstates, which is different from our procedure, when we first transform to the states of the CP -conserving limit and then rotate to h 1,2,3 . The 'intermediate' Higgs boson states (h, H, A) of the CP conserving limit are not used, so the η 1 , η 2 mixing angle α is not introduced there. For this reason at ϕ =0 the analogue of the mixing matrix a ij , see (44), has nonzero off-diagonal matrix elements a 12 = a 21 =0 and in the analogue of the mass matrix (47) M 12 and M 21 (the hH mixing terms in our notation) are also nonzero. Extended list of numbers (Table  5 ) including also the rare one-loop mediated decay widths h 1 → γγ, h 1 → gg and the tree-level two-particle decays h 1 → ff can be found in the Appendix. Good qualitative agreement of results is observed, but diversity of the approaches makes precise numerical comparisons difficult. , λ 5,6,7 of the effective potential (2) are real, the latter is CP invariant. It is easy to show [3, 5, 15] , that the phases of complex parameters µ Table 2 : The Higgs boson masses (GeV) in our case and calculated by the packages CPsuperH [16] and FeynHiggs [17] (in the one-loop regime) at the same parameter val- 
Real µ
are satisfied. Insofar as the physical motivation of these 'fine tuning' conditions is not available, the case of real parameters and nonzero phase θ of the VEV, when CP is broken spontaneously, looks rather artificial. The local minimum of the effective potential (2) occurs at λ 5 > 0 (i.e. purely imaginary µA, see (17)) and
Combining this equation with the diagonalization condition (35) we get
so there is no minimum if m 2 A > 0. In the case λ 5 < 0 (48) corresponds to the maximum, the absolute minimum is achieved at the endpoints cos θ = ±1. For example, the absolute minimum at θ =0 (taking into account again the diagonalization condition (35)
and it follows that for the case of real µ 2 12 , λ 5,6,7 and CP broken spontaneously there are no mass eigenstates in the framework of our diagonalization procedure, at least if m A is not extremely small. 
Complex
For convenience we present the extremum conditions ∂U/∂η = 0, ∂U/∂ξ = 0 in the cases of zero and nonzero θ in the form of Tables 3 and 4 , where the factors in front of the potential parameters are shown. Bulky condition for the real part of µ 2 12 to define the pseudoscalar mass m A for the general case of nonsero phases can explicitly be evaluated as follows: 7 The upper component of Φ 2 in (4) is taken to be zero. Otherwise additional constraint for the VEV components should be imposed to ensure the existence of the massless gauge field (photon) [19] Reµ sin(2β) sin ξ cos 2 βctgβ sec θ + cos ξ sin(2β) + sec θ sin 2 βtgβ + +m 2 A 1 cos 2 βctgβ sec θ + cos ξ sin(2β) + sec θ sin 2 βtgβ .
If we set θ = 0 and ξ = 0, the formulas coincide with the special case of only the explicit CP violation (35), (42). The substitution of the extremum conditions corresponding to Tables 3 and 4 Reλ 7 ) − 2v 1 v 2 Reλ 5 cos 2θ > 0. Numerical investigation shows that this condition is fullfilled in a rather wide range of the MSSM parameter space. If for simplicity we set ξ =0 then the second derivative is positively defined in any region of the parameter space, so no restrictions on the phase of spontaneous CP breaking appear in this special case from the minimization.
The diagonalization of the effective potential mass term in the local minimum for the general case θ = 0 and ξ = 0 is performed analogously to the procedure described in section 3.1 using the following scheme: (1) we define the four h, H, A, G 0 linear combinations of independent fields η 1 , η 2 , χ 1 , χ 2 that are contained in the two-doublet system (2), (3), where for the Goldstone field G 0 we define zero row of matrix elements and zero column of matrix elements in the symmetric mass matrix 4×4. In other words, the Goldstone mode is introduced as the linear combination, orthogonal to the plane defined by the "directions" in the complex scalar fields space, parallel to the VEV's v 1 and v 2 exp {i(ξ + ζ)}. Then the mass matrix 4×4 includes the symmetric 3×3 block with zero matrix elements in the power of the extremum conditions from Tables 3 and 4 ; (2) we define an orthogonal transformation for the 3×3 submatrix fixing the mixing angle α in the sector h − H to set to zero the h H nondiagonal term. In the framework of this procedure for the case of nonzero phases ξ =0, θ = 0 (when the fields are denoted by the symbol " ") the limiting cases of zero phases ξ = θ =0 (when the notation for the fields does not contain the symbol " ") and also the CP conserving limit in the mass basis h, H, A, are clearly seen. For the physical Higgs fields in the case ξ = 0, θ = 0 we finally obtain the representation
We checked explicitly, using the symbolic calculation packages, that direct substitution of these fields to the potential (2) gives the symmetric 4×4 squared mass matrix with zero row and column, corresponding to the Goldstone mode. The non-diagonal matrix elements of the 3×3 block, corresponding to the nondiagonal terms h A H A in the local minimum, can be written in the form
(cos( α+β) cos(2θ)Im λ 5 −2 sin α cos β cos θIm λ 6 +2 cos α sin β cos θIm λ 7 − (55)
+ cos( α + β) sin(2θ)Re λ 5 − 2 cos α cos β sin θRe λ 6 + 2 sin α sin β sin θRe λ 7 ).
In the case θ = 0 they coincide with (43). The same scheme is suitable for the case ξ =0, θ =0 when the relative phase ξ between the SU(2) doublets appears in the mass eigenstates, which are obtained by the replacement θ → θ − ξ:
Summary
The potential of a two-Higgs-doublet model in the general case is not CP invariant and the parameters µ Such models could lead in principle to a reconsideration of the experimental priorities [21] for the signals of Higgs bosons production in the channels γγ, bb, W + W − , ZZ, ttH, bbH etc. at the LHC. The scenario with light Higgs boson m h 1 ∼ 70 − 80 GeV that could escape the detection at LEP2 [22] , the analysis of h 1 signal at Tevatron and the highluminosity linear colliders [23] demonstrate that physical possibilities in the framework of CP violating scenarios could be considerably modified in comparison with the traditional CP conserving limit.
The relative phase of the SU(2) scalar doublet ζ and the VEV phase ξ (4) could be constrained on the basis of the conditions for the mass term diagonalization and the potential minimization (Section 3.3). In principle these conditions could lead to some nontrivial relations between the ζ, ξ and the variables of the MSSM parameter space. However, at the first sight it is questionable to expect some direct relations of this type connecting the CKM phase and the ζ, ξ phases of the THDM, which seem to describe the CP violation of different origin. Returning to the notations of the Introduction, we can write the THDM type II Yukawa term as
where η u ij ξ d ij "-nondiagonal complex 3 × 3 matrices (i, j = 1, 2, 3). As mentioned in the Introduction, in order to define the quark fields mass eigenstates the untary mixing matrix V u i ,d j should be introduced in the Lagrangian terms of the charged Higgs boson interaction with quarks
If we extract the universal phase factor from the mixing matrix elements
the Yukawa interaction terms take the form
so we can identify the universal phase ϕ as the relative phase ξ of the SU(2) doublets. The structure of this sort, however, does not look like the weak charged current sector mixing matrix, where the universal complex factor is not suitable to describe the effects of CP violation in meson decays.
Appendix
The decay width h i → γγ can be written as
where the scalar and the pseudoscalar factors are given by [16, 24] 
(62)
x , N C = 3 for squarks and N C = 1 for stau and chargino, respectively. The vertex factors g h i ff can be easily extracted from Table 6 , where we list also the triple vertices with h i and gauge bosons. The threshold corrections induced by the exchanges of gluinos and charginos [22, 25] are not included in the following calculation.
The factors F sf , F pf , F 0 F 1 [26] are expressed by means of the dimensionless function f (τ )
with an integral repesentation
QCD corrections in the large mass limit can be found in [27] 
Chargino contributions depend on the couplings
for
Chargino masses are given by
Sfermion contributions depend on the couplings
sin θf e +iφf cos θf ,
In these formulas h t,b,τ are real variables. Sfermion masses are given by
Here the Yukawa couplings of quarks The decay width h i → gg has the form
and QCD K-factors are
N F = 5 is the number of quark flavors with masses less than m h 1 . The decay width of Higgs boson to the two fermions h 1 → ff can be written as
and N C =3 (1) for quarks (leptons).
In the following Table 5 we list the Higgs boson masses m h 1 , m h 2 , m h 3 which are calculated using the effective λ i parameters (13)- (19), Section 2, and the mass term diagonalization method described in Section 3. (include t, b and W contributions only) using the effectife potential parametrization with both the one-loop and two-loop contributions to λ i from the paper [3] . Finally, the decay widths Γ ′′ h 1 →gg , Γ ′′ h 1 →γγ are found using the effective parameters (13)- (19) and taking into accout all possible one-loop fermion (t, b), gauge boson W ± , sfermion (t, b), chargino and charged Higgs boson contributions, with K-factors introduced in the expressions for decay widths. Table 5 contains also the output of the CPsuperH [16] package and the FeynHiggs [17] package with the input parameter values taken the same as used in our parameter set. The two-loop evaluation in the CPsuperH and the one-loop evaluation in the FeynHiggs 2.1beta has been performed. Note that physical Higgs bosons H 1 , H 2 , H 3 of the CPsuperH and FeynHiggs are evaluated in the way that is technically different from the construction of our mixed states h 1 , h 2 , h 3 (see comments in section 3.1), so a difference of numbers (which is from several percent to 40% in the majority of cases) is caused not only by theoretical uncertainties of the effective two-doublet potential representation, but possibly also by different evaluation of the Higgs boson states.
In Fig.5 and Figs.6-9 we show the variation of the light Higgs boson mass and the variations of Γ(h 1 → gg), Γ(h 1 → γγ) decay widths in different regions of the parameter space (ϕ, m H ± , A t,b , µ, tgβ). At the parameter set ( 0, 300 GeV, 1000 GeV, 2000 GeV, 5 ) the decay widths of h 1 to γγ and gg are not far from the decay widths of the SM Higgs boson with m H =120 GeV. Largest sensitivity of the widths to the charged Higgs mass is observed. At m H ± around 200 GeV (Fig.6a, Fig.8a ) we observe the suppression of the branchings of h 1 to gg and γγ of more than 10 times at ϕ ∼ π, which takes place in CPsuperH and FeynHiggs at higher masses of m H ± around 300 GeV.
Our approach is algorithmized in the form of the model in CompHEP 41.10 format [28] , where the symbolic expressions for vertices are a starting level for calculation of the complete tree-level sets of diagrams with the following cross section/decay width calculations and the generation of unweighted events. 
GeV, |µ| = 2000 GeV, m H ± = 300 GeV. Our results togrther with CPsuperH [16] and FeynHiggs [26] with options 2003011100 (the one-loop regime). m 
